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1. INTRODUCTION 

Diamonds have been used as radiation detectors for many ye:ars(1,2) 

but commercially produced detectors were not aVailable until a {ew years 

ago. Most of the early \fork with dlwnonds was restricted to pulse detee

tion with little use in the d.c. mode or as practical radiation monitors. 

The diamond crystal detector is a bulk conductivity devic-e, that is~ one 

in whiclt the ionising radiation causes excitation of elect..:rons to the nor

mally unpopulated conduction band and the application of a polarising 

voltaqe allCMs collection of these electrons resulting in a current flow 

in an external cLrcui t. 

The work repo%ted here was instigated because a device was required 

to scan the synchrotron radiation beam within the vacuum vessel of the 

NINA Synchrotron Radiation FaciH t¥ {SRF}. It was thought that a diamond 

would be a suitable detector and the puzpose of the work was, therefore, 

to find the sensiti.vl ty and response of a diaxoond detector. Wi th NINA 

operating at various energies the diamond was exposed to filtered synchro

tron radiation. "l'he amount of filtration was varied hy using aluminium 

plates of various thiCknesses to give a range of energy and intel1$ity of 

the radiation striking the diamond. 

The work established the working limits of the detector and gave an 

approx.imate value for the sensitivi~. It was shown that the diamond is 

a suitable detector for the scanning device and subsequently such an in

strwnent was designed. 

2. Ex.:PElUKE:NTAL OETAILS 

The dia1:!¥lnd was purchased from Electron Oiamonds Ltd. of Hatton 

Garden, London. The detectors are manufactured in a variety of forms but 
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the one used in these experiments was Emcapsulated in epoxy resin and 

moulded onto the end of a mini.ature cable. The dialmnds used are selected 

from normal gem stones on the pasis of their electrical properties. 

Eleotrodes ax:e attached to opposite faces of the diawmd and a polarising 

voltage is applied across them. 

The diamond used in this work had sides approx.imately 0.7 mm in 

length and was mcmlded. within a cylinder of epoxy resin approximately 

2.5 !mil in diameter. Electrical connections to the diamond were via a 

miniature txi-axial cable. the connections being bias potential, signal 

collector and ea:rthed screen. A negative polarising voltage was applied. 

the signal wire providing the current retw:n via a pico-an.meter. 

The diamond Was exposed in the SRF on the x-ray table at the MRC 

window (fig. 1). The &.stance from the diamond to the tangent point in 

the syndu:otron 'Was 46.7 ).Q and consequently the angle sllhtended by the 

diaaw::md was very small {'V .015 mrad}. The :!iIynchrotron light from the 

electron beam passed down the vaeuUlll pipe into the StU' and out througn a 

0.4 mm thick beryllium window into the x-rq experimental axea. The 

&'alIlOnd was attached to a moveable collimator jaw so that it could be 

po:!ilit.1oned vertically in the centre of the synchrotron radiation beam. 

The bias supply and pice-ammeter were located as close to the diamPnd 

as po:!ilsible l just outside the shield wall. 'Ibis :cequ1red a cable length 

of approximately 5 m from the instruments to the diamond. '!'he fast rise 

time of the diamond ('1.> 10 ns) was degraded by this length of cable but 

since it was heing used in the d.e.. mode this was of no consequence. 

The measurements were made during two e hour shifts separated by 

several weeks.. Throuqnout both shifts absorber thicknesses and the bean; 
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current in NINA were varied (using the NINA control system to monitor the 

electron current). During the first shift the detector current was meas

ured at various bias potentials for each absorber thickness. In the second 

shift all the measurements were made at one bias level. ·This second shift 

was to find any variation in sensitivity when the intensity was varied. 

The aluminium absorbers were cut from foil and thin plate, enabling 

absorbers from 0.1 mID to 25 mID thick to be used. So that a wide range in 

absorber thickness could be covered conveniently, the increment of thick

ness was as close to the doubling thickness as possible. The absocers 

were placed in the beam immediately in front of the diamond and secured for 

each measurement. 

3. THEORY 

The computation of the photon flux from NINA has been described in 

detail elsewhere(3,'+,S) and this data was used as a starting point for the 

estimation of the flux falling on the ~amond. The basic calculation of 

the power in the synchrotron radiation beam assumes that the beam acts as 

a point source. To estimate the practical situation the electron beam was 

assumed to have a Gaussian distribution with a vertical beam height of 

1.5 mm (30 width). 

This assumption about beam size is supported by measurements made on 

the synchrotron and by observation of the synchrotron radiation beam 

height. The observations, which have been made with radiation sensitive 

paper and by scanning with thin scintillators, indicate that the x-rays 

are confined to a region approximately 10 mm high at the beryllium window. 

The mathematical description of the motion of electrons within the 

synchrotron is well known(6). From the beam height at the tangent point it 
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is possible to compute the angular deflection corresponding to an electron 

at any height. Since it was assumed that the beam had a Gaussian height 

distribution, the angular distributiQn within the beam is easily calcula

ted. This information enables the effect of the finite beam heic;Jht" o~ the 

synchrotron radiation beam to be evaluated. 

The absorption spectrum of aluminium is well known (7-10) and this was 

used to compute the intensity of the radiation passed by the filters. 

Thus: 

p(A,t) peA) • A(A,t) 

where 	p :: power in the beam falling on the diannnd 

A '" wavelength 

A absorption factor 

t absorber thickness 

p incident beam power 

This expression was integrated over wave1engths in the region of 

interes~ for each of the absorber thicknesses, using a zero order trape

zoidal integration. These results were compared with the observed detec

tor currents for corresponding absorber thicknesses. 

4. RESULTS 

Figure 2 shows some typical bias curves obtained during the experi

ment. The curves indicate that the diamond exhibits saturation effects at 

the higher photon fluxes. The downward trend is probably the result of 

increased trapping of charge carriers within the crystal lattice, resulting 

in an electric field which opposes the pola~ising field, thus reducing 

collection efficiency. Since it was not possible to obtain more data in 

the time available no inference is drawn' from· the apparent variation in 
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gradient of the curves. The large error bars are the result of uncertain

ties in reading meter scales in combination with beam cuxrent fluctuations. 

F1gure 3 shows the computed variation of the synchrotron radiation 

spectrum w1th absorber thickness. It can be seen that the principal 

effect of increasinq the absorber thickness 1s to reduce the intensity of 

the radiation. To simplify the calcul\'ltions it was assumed that the det

ector output current per unit power of radiation striking it was constant 

over this small wawlength range (0.15 to 1.5 A). 

The computed variation of the power falling on the diamond with ab

so~r thickness is shown on fig. 4. Also plotted on fig. 4 are the nor

malised experimental data. The graph shows gooo agreement between the eX

pected and observed detector currents indicating linearity in the detector 

response. 

The computation of the absolute power falling on the diamond is sub

ject to fairly large erxors because of the uncertainty in some of the 

synchrotron parameters such as the beam size and position. The con:puta

tion does indicate f however# that approximately 14000 erg s-1 per mA beam 

will fallon the sensitive area of the diamond detector when no absorber 

is present. This may be oonverted to a dose rate(11) and exp.ressed in 

this way# the experiment indicates that a diose rate of 5.0 x 108 rad hr-1 

gave rise to a detector current of the order of lO-a A with a 200 V bias~ 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

'lbe investigation showed that the diamond behaved in a linear fashion 

over a wide intensi t;y range with biases between 100 V and 250 V. 'lbe sen

sitivity to soft x-rays (O.lS to 1.5 A) was approximately 2 x 10- 17 A per 

rad pClr hour with a 200 V bias. 

5. 

It was shown that with high currents in NINA (> 14 mA) the diamond 

saturates when exposed to unfiltered radiation (this corresponds to a dose 

rate '" rad hr-l)~ 'l1le inclusion of a thin filter (0.2 mm aluminium1010 

+ 0.4 mm beryllium window) was sufficient to remove this effect. During 

the course of these and other experiments it is estimated that the diamond 

received a dose of the order of 1011 rad and was still functioni.nO;i.t with 

little dflterloration in sensitivity. It is claimed by the manufacturers 

that the diamond detectors continue to function after receiving lol~ red. 

It is 1.ike~y that the slight deterioration in sensitivity observed in these 

experiJ:oonts was Clue to radiation Clamage in the triaxial cable which was not 

made from radiation resistant materials. By using ltlaterials which are both 

radiation resistant and vacuum compatible, the diannnd, with a suitable 

filter to prevent saturation, becomes well suited for use as a beam n:vnitor 

within the vacuwu system. The small physical size enables it to be used as 

a beam size and position indicator with good resolution and a synChrotron 

radiation beam scanning system utilising diamonds has been designed at 

Daresbw:y Laboratory. 

The investigation has shown, the diam:md to be a useful diagnostic 

device in synchrotron radiation and because of their robustness, ease of 

USe and low price it is likely that they will become increasingly important 

in this field. 
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